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Where Do You Want To Go On Holiday?Iain D. CraigDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of WarwickCoventry CV4 7ALUK ECJuly 1992AbstractThis paper is about the problem of planning a holiday. We argue that theproblem requires di�erent kinds of knowledge for successful solution, and thatit often requires previous experience to be taken into account. The domain, wesuggest, has the property of sparseness: that is, any realistic agent will havesigni�cant gaps in background knowledge and experience, a property that is ofconsiderable interest within Case-Based Reasoning. We then briey discuss aCase-Based Reasoning program called HOLS that will plan holidays on request.We then argue that holiday planning is often a group activity and discussconcepts from social psychology that are relevant to group problem solving.Following this discussion, we outline a variety of experimental arrangements inwhich a number of independent Case-Based holiday planning agents cooperateto plan a holiday which is acceptable to all.1 Introduction\Where do you want to go on holiday?" may seem a trivial question. Where theyare going on holiday, what they will do, and how much it will cost are very importantproblems to many millions of people. A travel and tourism industry has grown upto cater for their needs, and there are peak-time television programmes devoted tothe subject. Planning a holiday is something that most of us have done, but haveprobably given little thought to it as a whole, nor to what we do when planning one.Indeed, the idea of thinking about planning a holiday seems in some ways absurdlysimple: one decides where to go, decides how much to pay, and does it. As willbecome clear, the process is not quite as simple as it seems at �rst: the domain isrich and the problem complex, particularly if the planning task is undertaken by agroup of people.In this paper, we will examine some aspects of the holiday planning domain asa preliminary exercise before building a computational model of the process (we1



have named the program HOLS). The approach we will adopt for the computa-tional models is Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) [19, 17, 8, 10, 12]. As will be seen,experience enters the planning process in a variety of ways: CBR is based upon theidea of making use of previous experience in order to solve a problem. We will tryto show that holiday planning is an interesting and open-ended problem, and thata number of factors are used in determining what sort of holiday to have. This willlead to an outline description of a CBR system that will plan holidays.Next, we will consider the fact that holidays are often planned as a group ac-tivity. Family holidays are often jointly planned by spouses, perhaps with inputfrom children. Groups of friends can also plan collective holidays. By introducingthe concept of a group planning exercise, we will be able to expand upon the ap-proach outlined earlier and introduce new aspects as well as seeing how the conceptof group planning raises important issues in multi-agent systems. We hope to usethe HOLS program as a basis for new experiments in multi-agent systems and Dis-tributed Arti�cial Intelligence: the aim of this work is to replace the CASSANDRAarchitecture [4, 5] with something more exible and richer in behaviour (see [6] fora discussion of some possible extensions).AknowledgementsThe idea that holiday planning might be an interesting domain was originally sug-gested by my wife Margaret. She helped me determine the factors involved inplanning a holiday, as well as helping to determine the various categories of holiday(adventure, cruise, etc.) and collecting a list of places where people actually goon holiday. The name `HOLS' is also due to her. For her idea and her help andencouragement, I thank her. The rest, as they say, is my fault.2 The Holiday DomainIn this section, we examine the problem of planning a holiday. In the next subsection,we consider some of the factors involved. Then, we consider the domain as a wholeand suggest the basic kinds of knowledge needed before one can begin planning aholiday. The necessary knowledge is neither technical nor esoteric: it is of a kind weall possess and which is easily obtained from a variety of sources. Next, we arguethat previous experience is important in choosing where to go, what to spend andwhat to do.2.1 Factors involved in choosing a holidayThe holiday planning domain is surprisingly rich. Not only are there many locationson o�er these days, but the range of activities is also broad. Di�erent kinds ofholiday appeal to di�erent people: some people like to lie on a beach all day, otherslike to visit museums and places of historical interest, others like active holidays2



like walking or sailing. Di�erent geographical locations can o�er similar holidays;di�erent locations may o�er di�erent standard of comfort|a single location mayo�er a broad range of holiday types, standards of comfort, and so on. Of course,some holidays are more expensive than others: in part this is determined by location,in part by facilities. Some holidays are intrinsically more expensive than others.Out of curiosity, we recently looked at the advertisements in a travel agent'swindow. Most of the holidays being advertised looked very similar: beach resorts inSpain, Italy, Greece and Cyprus. These holidays also cost about the same (about$150), but length of holiday varied between �ve and ten nights for about the samecost. Next to these o�erings were two posters advertising cruises. One was aroundthe African coast, and the other was a Mediterranean cruise. Both cruises had thesame duration (two weeks), and roughly the same cost (about $600). The cost ofcruises is higher than beach resort holidays because capital and running costs areintrinsically higher for cruise liners.Di�erent people want di�erent things from a holiday. Some people have de�nitepreferences; others don't much care as long as the location satis�es some demand(typically that it be hot and sunny). Di�erent groups of people impose di�erentconstraints on their holiday plans. The elderly are less likely to opt for an adventureholiday than the young. The young are probably more likely to choose a holiday ina place with good night-life than other groups. Sailing enthusiasts may choose togo sailing; golfers might want to tour golf courses in a country or region (and suchholidays are on o�er as packages); �shermen often take �shing holidays. Touringby car may appeal to some, but, for others, touring by bus is preferable. Comfortis another factor. Some people like to live rough on holiday, so might prefer acamping holiday with only the bare necessities; other people like to stay in the mostcomfortable hotels possible and have all their needs attended to by others.Climate and holiday type also interact. It is not, in general, possible to take askiing holiday in the Northern Hemisphere's summer unless one is prepared to travelto the South. France, Italy and Switzerland are the immediate choices for skiingholidays in winter, not Greece or Tunisia. Equally, if one wants a holiday loungingon a beach, northern regions (e.g., Iceland) may not be suitable|the best bet is tohead south.Travel time is a further factor. Holidays that involve long air ights may beunacceptable. Locations that are distant may be impossible for people with onlylimited free time (two weeks on the Queensland coast might seem ideal, but the timetaken to get there severely reduces the time actually spent on the coast). There arepeople who are unable to y in an aircraft for one reason or another: this imposesrestrictions on where they can go on holiday|particularly if there is no alternativeform of transport that will get them to their chosen destination in a reasonable time.The cost of a desired holiday may be prohibitive: what one can a�ord determinesrange of holidays that one can take1. Some people will save for a number of years1My wife �rmly believes that cost is a fundamentally determining factor: this belief appears3



� Cost How much will the holiday cost?� Duration How long will the holiday be?� Travel time How long will it take to get there?� Location Where shall we go?� Activities What do we want to do on holiday?� Facilities What is there at the destination?� Accommodation What sort of accomondation do we want?(E.g., self-catering, half-board, full-board)� Standard of comfort� Climate What sort of weather do we want?� Time of year When are we going?� Holiday type What sort of holiday?(E.g., adventure holiday, package holiday, cruise)� Political situation E.g., is there a civil war?� Medical care Do we need insurance?� Special precautions E.g., do we need vacinations?� Previous experienceTable 1: Factors in planning a holiday (unordered).in order to take a dream holiday; others will take at least one holiday every year.In the latter case, what they can a�ord at any one time will determine the range ofpossible holidays.A number of the factors that determine the kind of holiday that one might chooseare shown in Table 1. The table is necessarily incomplete: there are probably asmany factors as there are people, but it contains most of the common ones. Table1 mentions the previous experience factor: we will discuss this in some detail below.In Table 2, we list a number of holiday types: again, these are the relatively commonones.2.2 Domain knowledgePlanning a holiday depends upon a variety of di�erent kinds of knowledge. One hasto know what sort of holiday to plan for. One also needs to know a little aboutgeography (or at least relate names of places to climate, etc., so that expectationscan be formed). For some holidays, it is useful to know about the political situation(it would not be wise to plan a holiday on the Dalmatian coast at the moment,nor would it be advisable for a westerner to go to Iran), the culture (museum tourspresuppose museums), the situation with respect to medical care (it might turn outto be expensive to take a climbing holiday in the USA without extensive medicalbroadly to be supported by evidence. 4



� Touringown transporationnot own transportation (organized tour)� Camping� Hiking� Caravanning� Adventuremixed activitysailingwater skiingclimbingcaving� Package holiday� Holiday camp� Cruise� Safari Table 2: Some common holiday typesinsurance), the prevailing conditions at various times of year, and how to get to thedestination. If the type of holiday being planned is a tour, it is necessary to knowsomething about the various places that will be visited. Economic conditions mayalso play a part: if the destination su�ers from hyperination, there won't be muchmoney to spend during the holiday; if services are expensive, the cost of the holidaywill be higher.Most of the information needed to plan a holiday is readily available. Not every-one will investigate all aspects of a proposed holiday, of course, and may even relyupon the reports of others. The information that is required can be obtained froma travel agent, from newspaper and television reports, and even from an atlas. Theknowledge required to plan a holiday is available to everyone, and its interpretationrests upon commonsense notions.The domain is open-ended in a number of ways. For people planning real holi-days, there are new places becoming available each year, and new specialist holidays5



are being o�ered all the time. Furthermore, it is always possible to invent (withinreason) the kind of holiday that will suit. For computer modelling, the domain isalso open-ended. The range of geographical information that can be employed; therange of holiday types, the factors used to create holiday plans, and the variety ofother information used by the model can be varied to a great extent. As will be seenbelow, the range of experience available to a model can be varied. We will expandon these points in the next section.2.3 ExperienceA factor that we have ignored until now is experience. Experience is an importantfactor in determining how we behave next. In the holiday domain, a successfulholiday of a given type in a given location may tend to reinforce a preference forthat kind of holiday. The are many people who return to the same place each year;many more take the same kind of holiday each year, perhaps not in the same place,but in similar ones.Consider the `horror stories' one hears about, for example, holidays in the Span-ish coastal resorts|hotels still under construction, swimming pools �lled with mud,unacceptable levels of catering, and so on. One can hear comments like:\We went to X this year, but it rained, so we won't go there again"or: \ We went to Y three years ago and the weather was wonderful, so we'rethinking of going there again this year".Reports of the experiences of others also play a part in helping one decide what todo and where to go|we will return to this point below.Previous experience does not wholly determine where to go on holiday. After amildly disasterous holiday at a particular location, one might decide to try the sameplace again hoping to do better. Conversely, after a particularly spectacular holiday,one might choose to go elsewhere on the grounds that it would not be as good asecond time. Having spent a number of years happily going to the same place anddoing similar things, one might decide to go elsewhere for a change or because whathad previously been the norm is now boring.The point we are making is that previous experience is useful in deciding on aholiday. If someone has taken a holiday and found that it was not to their taste, thatfact will be remembered and used in deciding what to do in the future. Previousexperience of types of holiday, as well as location, and previous outcomes also playa part (e.g., \We went camping in July|never again!"). It is not only the type andlocation that is important. Aspects of a holiday may be important in the future.Consider the remark:\We went to I last year, but the food wasn't very good. We liked theplace, so we're going again, but it will be self-catering this year".6



This exempli�es the point that there are often good and bad points to any holiday,and they may determine future choices. Consider the case of someone who goesto Rome, develops a liking for antiquities, and decides the following year to visitCrete. Variation is, of course, endless. Previous experience seems to determinewhich holidays one will choose in the future.3 Holiday Planning as a CBR Task3.1 Holiday planning and CBRWe have now explained enought of the holiday planning domain to be able to con-sider it in relation to CBR. The main assumption of CBR is that problem-solvingactivities arememory based. CBR, in other words, assumes that previous experienceis an important factor in explaining and engaging in problem-solving. In the lastsection, we argued that planning a holiday depends upon a number of factors|someof which are rooted in commonsense and geographical knowledge. One importantfactor is previous experience, and we argued that previous experience can contributeto the planning process in a variety of ways (including `changing one's mind'). Inthis section, we will be concerned with the CBR issues that the holiday planningdomain raises.Unlike a number of previous case-based planners, for example CHEF [9, 8], theholiday domain may not have goals strictly ordered in a �xed priority scheme. At anyone time, it is plausible that someone planning a holiday will have relative priorities,but, as we argued in the last section, the relative priorities may change for a varietyof reasons. If the holiday planning problem is conceived across time (i.e., as takingplace over a number of years, and involving the production of plans for a numberof holidays), goals may come and go as well as change priority. For example, whatis a�ordable this year might be too expensive next year. In this respect, holidayplanning is more like the problems tackled by CASEY [12] or HYPO [1, 18].It is, of course, possible to view the planning problem in the context of a holidayplanning advisor: in this case, the system would have to elicit goal importance fromthe client in order to create a plan. At present, though, we are more concerned withthe general problem of planning a holiday, and are, therefore, interested in changesto goals, desires, etc.. Furthermore, in the next section, we will discuss the problemof group holiday planning: group planning involves the reconciliation of goals, so wefeel justi�ed in making the assertion at the start of this paragraph.The holiday planning domain is rich in information and, as we pointed outin the last section, is essentially open-ended. This allows considerable latitude inthe way we construct a model of the problem, but it also poses a problem. Theholiday planning domain is, in a sense, sparse. This fact can be seen when previousexperience is taken into account: none of us has ever taken all the holidays that arenow possible. This has the consequence that we may not be in a position to decide on7



a particular holiday from our own experience: instead, we have to consider relatedholidays or else rely upon reports from others or a priori considerations. Becauseof our lack of enough detailed, direct, experience, we may have to rely upon otherinformation or else try to visualize what such a holiday might be like.For example, someone might want to go to Guatemala. Unfortunately, in Guatemala,there are many, varied and annoying (sometimes lethal) parasites which attack hu-mans. Upon learning this, the traveller might decide against Central America andchoose somewhere else2.The sparseness issue can be a problem when the holiday is somewhat out of theordinary, for reports from other people may be had for many locations (once again,we will return to this issue below).Because of this limited experience, retrieval failure may be complete in somecases. In other cases, too, because there are so many factors in determining thenext holiday to take, retrieval failure may occur. What one wants this year maybe di�erent from what one wanted last year. With experience, it becomes easier toretrieve a related holiday|i.e., to be reminded of a previous holiday|and this is theessence of CBR. However, the indices which are used in encoding and retrieval arenumerous. The discussion in sections 2.1 and 2.3 is aimed at showing that there aremany di�erent ways of indexing a holiday. It might be indexed by place, climate,holiday type, cost, and so on. If one's experience is great enough|if one has hadenough holidays|it seems plausible that the desiderata for this year's holiday willremind one of a previous holiday along some dimension. But, as we argued insection 2.3, what one might be looking now for may not be obvious at the time itwas experienced (i.e., the person who decided to go to Crete as a result of a stayin Rome may not have indexed the Roman holiday as a visit to a place of greatantiquity). This is the classic CBR indexing problem.The indexing problem is complicated by the fact that goals can change in im-portance (as pointed out above): this problem has been tackled by Koton [12] andby Ashley and Rissland [1, 18]. In both cases, index selection had to be performedin a dynamic fashion (which contrasts with the static indexing used by CHEF orMEDIATOR [11])There is more to planning a holiday than simply remembering previous ones,of course. It is relatively unlikely that a previous holiday will be exactly whatone wants now. Previous holidays have to be used as a basis for new plans. Thisis a plan modi�cation problem similar to that exempli�ed by CHEF [9, 8]. Theholiday domain cannot rely upon a simple plan modi�cation process: CHEF useda relatively simple plan modi�cation process that added and modi�ed plan stepsuntil its plan critics were satis�ed. In the holiday domain, the modi�cation processis constrained by factors such as cost, travel time, and so on. Furthermore, themodi�cation process may be driven by explanations of previous failures or sucesses.2We were informed of these problems with Guatemala by a fried whose son lives there. Beforethis conversation, we had been unaware of the problems of living in Guatemala.8



That is, a previous holiday's usefulness to planning a new holiday is dependent itssuccess or failure. As we noted above, factors other than the immediate ones usedin indexing may be important in explaining previous success or failure. This pointseems to indicate that planning is guided by both evaluation and explanation ofprevious experience.3.2 A CBR program for holiday planning (an outline)In this subsection, we want to mention a few points about the implementation ofa CBR program that plans holidays. As has been hinted above, the problem ismore akin to constraint satisfaction than planning as the term is conventionallyunderstood: the parameters that de�ne what one wants e�ectively constrain theholiday that one actually gets. However, we will ignore this aspect of the problemhere, and will, instead, consider some practical issues.The �rst issue that needs to be addressed is the amount of information andknowledge required by the domain. As we noted in the last section, the domain isopen-ended in a variety of senses. This has a number of advantages because it enablesan implementer to choose what is to be included in any version of the program.Initially, one can start with a relatively limited repertoire of holidays in the case-base.The representation for the stored holidays can be simpli�ed: for example, outcomescan be ignored, and geographical information severely restricted. The case-base andrepresentations can be extended gradually, either by coding (i.e., programming) orlearning. As new holidays are planned, they can be indexed in memory|this is akind of rote learning, thus contributing to the repertoire of holidays in memory.What the program does can also be altered in an incremental fashion. At thevery minimum, cases must be retrieved from memory and adjusted to �t currentneeds. In the minimum con�guration, the program (which we might call McHOLS)would behave in a fashion similar to MEDIATOR [11] using previously stored cases,together with user input, to develop new holidays. The McHOLS version could bean interactive holiday adviser in style.As the repertoire of holidays increases, it becomes possible to increment theprogram's functionality. It could still retain its advisor character. One importantfeature that could be added is that of analysing the outcomes of planned holidays.Such an addition would require the development of explanation facilities so that theprogram can explain failures to itself. The output of the explanation process couldthen provide a means for indexing new holiday plans and for reindexing old ones (cf.[15, 16]). This version would work as follows. The program creates a holiday planwhich is then evaluated by the experimenter3. The results of the evaluation are thenpresented to the program: it must then determine what caused the outcome giventhe response|this is an explanation process. The results of explanation can be used,as in CHEF, to index the report on the holiday. The indexed report can be used in3An alternative would be to have a panel of people evaluate the holiday and suggest outcomes.9



later episodes to generate new holiday plans. The scheme for introducing feedbackinto the program is important: it would not otherwise be possible to simulate everyaspect of every holiday planned by the program4. The input to this version couldalso be subjected to an explanation process: here, the role of explanation is to �ndreasons for anomalous user requests (this is similar to the motivation for XPs inSchank's theory of explanation [20, 21, 13, 14]). The role of XPs in this case can beaugmented to assist in prediction during indexing, as well as in �nding meta-MOPs.Considering HOLS at this stage as an advisor program is important. The versionwe have just described cannot originate constraints that de�ne the next holiday.That is, it is unable to decide what it wants for the next holiday it will create. Thisability is a next step: we will discuss it in the next section.4 HOLS In A Multi-Agent EnvironmentMost people do not plan their holidays on their own. It is perhaps more commonfor the �nal decision to be made as a group decision. Partners discuss joint plansfor holidays; children may have to be taken into account; a group of friends maydecide to go on holiday together. In this section, we look at this extension of theHOLS program.4.1 Group decision makingAll of the factors we discussed in the last section still are still important whenwe move to a group context. More, however, is added. In particular, it is nolonger possible to consider the holiday planning program as acting merely as anadvisor. Instead, the advisor has to be extended to cope with a social situation:it must be able to discusss its holiday ideas with other agents in order to reach anagreement. To do this, the planner must have ideas about its5 own requirements andpreferences, and must be able to recognize when another planner's proposal agreesor disagrees with its wants. The planner must also know how to communicate withother planners, how to propose suitable variations on previous proposals, how tomake proposals itself.The proposal and negotiation processes take place in the context of a communityof agents, each of which has its own idea of what it wants for a holiday. The aim ofthe negotiation process is to �nd a holiday that is suited to all parties. Additionalconstraints are imposed by the nature of those other parties and by their preferences(for example, one would probably not take a toddler on a sailing holiday if theweather were expected to be bad or the boat too small|one might even have secondthoughts about the idea if the holiday were to be on a large boat).4One of the reasons that this domain appeared attractive to us was that we could not hope tosimulate it in any real detail.5We use `its' because we are also thinking about the HOLS program.10



What this entails is that concepts from social psychology[7] need to be intro-duced. In particular, the ideas of self and other need to be introduced. The selfis represented by a schema [2]. The self schema represents a planner and its goals,intentions, and its role in various social contexts. In order to originate plans, eachplanner must be in a position to know what it wants, but it also needs to knowwhat will be acceptable or possible within the group as a whole. This entails thateach planner must also have a model of the other members of the group: that is,it must have schemata for the others. When proposing a plan, the planner mustexamine the schemata it possesses for the other group members and determine pos-sible reactions, perhaps even possible counter-proposals (this idea is reminiscent of`counter planning' in Carbonnell's POLITICS program [3]). The process of compar-ing a proposed plan with information derived from the various schemata describingthe other agents in the group can lead to a variety of conclusions:� The plan is cleared as being probably acceptable to the others.� The plan is modi�ed so as to avoid potentially contentious aspects.� The plan is rejected (and possibly a new one proposed).Without knowledge of the others in the group, a planner will blindly propose onlyplans that it �nds suitable. In a social context, such behaviour will only rarely,if ever, lead to a plan that is suitable to all. Furthermore, exploitation of whatone knows about another person allows one to form expectations about the kinds ofthings they like, they ways in which they respond to suggestions, and so on. Thisforms a context within which to plan holidays (as well as doing other things).The exploitation of such information makes it more likely that a proposed planwill be accepted. However, information about other group members must not beused to the exclusion of the desires (etc.) of the self. It must be taken into account,but not used as a strict framework. If the planner is a member of a large group, theconstraints imposed by other group members may be so many that the planner's ownaims are swamped. The planner's aims should have higher priority than those of theothers unless there is some good reason for reducing their importance (for example,in the case of planning a holiday involving small children or elderly relatives).A second aspect of the social situation can have bene�ts for the planner. Oneway of arguing about holidays (indeed, about many issues) is to cite cases and theiroutcomes. We mentioned the comparative sparseness of the holiday domain aboveand said that no-one has ever experienced all possible holidays. In a social setting,however, it is possible to extend the range of available holidays. In other words, thesocial setting provides each planner with an increased collection of cases with whichto work. Of course, the cases that are provided by other group members will notbe as detailed (or vivid) as those remembered by the planner itself, but it can stillmake good use of them.A short while ago, we heard some people discussing a holiday plan. The conver-sation ran something like this: 11



A: We're thinking of going to C. We've not been there before and wethought it sounded good.B: We went there three years ago in July. The weather was awful andthere wasn't anything to do.A: I thought you'd enjoyed it.B: We were glad to come home.The conversation continued with a discussion of the failed holiday in C. A moredetailed explanation was provided by B, and, at the end, A said something like\Well, we won't go there then."During the discussion, A acquired enough information about C to decide thatit was not a suitable place for a holiday. Perhaps some of B's comments neededinternal explanation by A; others will have been fairly straightforward. There aretwo important lessons to be learned from this example:1. The information provided by one person can assist another in making a deci-sion.2. The information that is imparted by one party to the other will be rememberedand can, if recalled, be used in later reasoning.In addition, it must be pointed out that the reasons B gave A for not wanting toreturn to C must be such that they are `good enough' to dissuade A from goingthere. If B had said:\We went there three years ago with Uncle Fred. On the second day,Uncle Fred broke his leg when he was climbing a cli�. We had a miserabletime"it would be quite reasonable for A to dismiss B's dislike of the holiday (A couldargue that it was Uncle Fred's fault for climbing up cli�s at an age when he shouldhave known better).What the example shows is that information provided by someone else can beincorporated into the decision-making process. This extends the range of cases thatcan be taken into account. It does so, however, at the expense of more work onthe part of the planner. The planner has to determine why some factors are moreimportant to the other person than others, and must also provide explanations aboutunusual or incomplete aspects of the case being discussed. In the context of a groupactivity, such interaction seems important (this is based on our previous experiencesin group problem solving).There is more to the problem than simply exchanging information and explainingit relative to various schemata and criteria. The roles the various planners take arealso important. For example, a while ago, a friend wanted to go to Northern Franceto look at properties (at that time, he wanted to buy a house in France). We12



discussed the project, but at all times it was clear that our friend was the leader.We were planning to go by car, and he was going to take his. This fact, togetherwith the goal of looking at properties, made his desires more important than ours.In another setting, if there is a considerable di�erence in the amount that groupmembers can a�ord, the �nal decision may be based upon how much the poorestmember can spend. At di�erent times, with di�erent proposals on the table, thedominance hierarchy of the group may change|di�erent proposals may be more inaccordance with the wishes or capabilities of some than of others.We view the group planning exercise as a negotiation process (negociation hasformed the basis of a number of CBR systems; for example, [22]), and can alsobe considered as a species of adversarial reasoning, particularly if debate is heated.Proposals are made, modi�ed and rejected according to various criteria. Modi�ca-tion and rejection are based upon criticism and presentation of counter-cases. Whena criticism is made, it must be compared with the current proposal and explained.Sometimes a criticism will be good, sometimes it will not be so good. Counter-casesmust be similarly evaluated, as must counter-proposals. Each member of the groupmay evaluate a criticism, counter-case or counter-proposal in di�erent ways basedupon its experience and also upon the facts and properties that it considers mostimportant. During this process, the schemata describing the other group memberswill be updated, as will memory|new information is being supplied all the time.4.2 Con�gurations for HOLSIn the last subsection, we briey examined the main issues raised by extendingthe holiday planning problem from a single agent (planner) to a group. In thissubsection, we consider a number of experimental arrangements for HOLS in amulti-agent context. Our aim is to show that a variety of con�gurations is possibleand that di�erent aspects of the group problem-solving process can be studied.The initial con�guration (the simplest) is to have two agents. Their task is eitherto plan a holiday that is mutually acceptable, or else to disagree (and, hence, not goon holiday together). The schemata possessed by the two agents can be con�guredin a variety of ways. Initially, one might want them to have roughly the same aimsand to have relatively complete knowledge of each other (this can be thought of as asituation in which spouses or old friends plan a holiday). Later, greater di�erencescan be introduced in order to study the negotiation process in more detail. In asimilar fashion, the background knowledge possessed by each agent can be varied.There may be cases in which both agents remember as direct experience; there maybe wide variation in experience, so that discussions about previous holidays can beproduced as a result of proposals.More agents can be introduced into the system. Again, schemata and back-ground knowledge can be varied. The introduction of more agents makes the rolesplayed by individual agents more important. It also brings in the concept of n-wayconversations, as well as making the constraint satisfaction problem more acute. In13



addition, a multi-agent system a�ords more opportunities for learning and explana-tion of the kind discussed in the last subsection. A further twist is that knowledgeand memory can be partitioned in di�erent ways.In this setting, it becomes possible to introduce and remove agents. When anagent is removed, the others will still retain memory structures that relate to theformer group member. These memory structures can be used in future planningsessions|it is not lost. The schema for the former member may also be retainedby each agent: this will allow reasoning by analogy from what was known of theformer member. Agents can be introduced in a number of ways. One way (the waythat seems the hardest to model) is to provide very little information about the newagent: the other agents have to try to form schemata on the basis of interactions withthe new one. The information in this case might amount only to an identi�er or adescription of an association (for example, \Emily's boyfriend"); it might be a littlemore detailed (for example, \Emily's boyfriend who's a botanist"). At the otherend of the spectrum, highly detailed information might be provided|for example,it is possible to introduce an agent which has a memory that overlaps with one ofthe others (in the HOLS context, this amounts to the fact that they have eitherplanned or have taken at least one holiday together in the past).After a holiday has been agreed|and it might only be agreed by a subset ofthe agents|it can be taken. As we have no intention of simulating holidays, thisbecomes a matter of supplying each agent with a collection of experiences. Theseexperiences may be widely di�erent for each agent, or they may roughly be similar(identical experiences are, though, unrealistic for the reason that no two people everexperience exactly the same thing). This feedback corresponds to the feedback weproposed in the last section for the single agent version of HOLS: it plays exactly thesame role in the multi-agent context as it did in the case of the solitary planner. Byproviding the agents with experiences while on holiday, it becomes possible for themto evaluate the holiday and to use their experiences as a basis for future plans.5 ConclusionsThis paper has been about the use of CBR in the development of a holiday planningprogram to be called HOLS. Although holiday planning does not seem a particu-larly spectacular problem in terms of di�culty, it does require the application ofdi�erent kinds of knowledge and is also memory-based in the sense that previousexperience is used in deciding what to do next|there is more to the problem thanone would initially believe. Holiday planning can be considered to be based as muchon constraint satisfaction as planning proper: this increases the interestingness ofthe problem from a technical stance. The knowledge employed in planning a holidayis of an everyday, non-technical kind: this has the pleasant consequence that thereare no problems in acquiring the right knowledge|we are all potentially expert inthe domain. Furthermore, holidays form an important part of many people's lives,14



and planning a successful holiday is clearly important to them.We have outlined some of the important factors in planning a holiday and havealso outlined some of the background knowledge that is needed to perform the task.We noted that holiday planning can be a domain that is relatively sparse in thesense that previous experience may be lacking. Furthermore, the indexing problemin this domain is acute: this is because there are many di�erent ways to index aholiday in memory. We then gave the broad outline of a program to plan holidays.We suggested that the program could be con�gured in di�erent ways, and thatthe problem has the pleasant property that the amount of knowledge and range ofexperience available to the program could be varied quite considerably.We next considered holiday planning as a group activity. We noted that holidaysare often planned by more than one person, and that the needs or wants of othersin a group played an important role in determining which plans are proposed. Weargued that the extension to group problem-solving brought bene�ts in terms ofthe expanded range of experience that can be drawn upon, but that this expansioncomes at the cost of more work on the part of the participating agents. We alsoargued that concepts from social psychology play an essential role in a multi-agentplanning system.Finally, we sketched ways in which a community of holiday-planning agentscould be arranged. We briey considered various experimental arrangements, eachof which depends upon a di�erent distribution or provision of knowledge and expe-rience.We wanted to consider holiday planning as a group activity for reasons otherthan realism:1. Group processes and social interaction are, we believe, important in under-standing cognition. The holiday planning task seems ideally suited to this, asshould be clear.2. The multi-agent HOLS program is an initial exercise in the revision of ourCASSANDRA architecture [4, 5].In [6], we argued that the original de�nition of the CASSANDRA architecture wasseverely limited, and that additional facilities were necessary to make it as exibleas we orginally intended. In that paper, we cited extensions such as introspection,knowledge of organization and the inclusion of a declarative database in the system.The proposals were based on concepts in rule-based systems.More recently, we have come to see that the needs for communication betweenagents are more extensive than the simple inclusion of a communications interface.In [4], we proposed using speech acts [23] as a basis for communication: many of theproposals in [6] derived from a more detailed examination of what was needed tosupport communications based on the speech act theory. At the same time, we havecome to believe that e�ective acts of communication can only be performed whenagents have knowledge of the agents with which they communicate. Paradoxically,15



such a requirement entails that they have knowledge of themselves. As part of thisknowledge, previous experience is important. The HOLS programs are an initialattempt to build systems with this knowledge and which uses previous experienceas an integral part of their operation.
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